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About This Game

Tactics Forever is a PVP game like no other. Design spaceships from dozens of physics-based components, then send them off
to battle in the cloud. Check back on your ships regularly to earn XP and unlock new parts. Examine your ship's performance,

improve and evolve your ships. Redesign your ship to fight your Nemesis or earn a little extra on the side by trouncing your
Victim.

Featuring specific support for Content Creators, this unique fighting game allows you to asynchronously fight against the entire
universe, or just a private subsection of you and your friends - or you and your viewers!

Make spaceships. Fight spaceships. Spaceship fight - in the cloud.

Coming soon - complete cross-platform support. Link your account across all your Android, iOS or console devices and design,
evolve and watch your ship from literally anywhere in the world! (Well... anywhere with an internet connection)
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Title: Tactics Forever
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
ProjectorGames
Publisher:
ProjectorGames
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

English
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